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“. . . exercised to discern both good and evil" — Hebrews 5:14 

 

Don’t we live in a strange and superficial world, young people? Yes, we live in a very 

evil world. The whole world lies in the Evil One. And we have much flesh, do we not? Easy is as 

easy does. A little sleep, a little slumber, a little folding of the hands, and so poverty doth come 

like a robber, and our want as an armed man! Yes, study must be made easy so that the biggest 

dullard will not experience any difficulty. And by nature we are such spiritual dullards; we are so 

obtuse to the great truths of God in Christ. 

But when it comes to competitive sports, well that is a different question. Here the coach 

insists on that little extra effort in each play and crucial point of the game; and extra session in 

the “gym,” a few extra practice throws; nothing less than perfection of skills is aimed at. The 

race is to the swift, and the victory is for the strong. The individual player must be in fine fettle, 

and the spirit of the team must be high; it must all be split-minute timing, and the gymnast must 

be razor-sharp in all his faculties! It is a real distinction to walk on the campus as a ‘‘letterman,” 

to sport the athlete’s sweater! 

Ah, this does not mean that such a one is a man of letters, that lie is erudite, studies hard, 

and is an incisive thinker. Very few think of a gymnasium as being a place of learning, an 

institution of secondary education, where men and women are prepared to enter into the 

university. All but a very few associate gymnasium with a physical gymnast; it is of a great 

athlete, a mighty contestant, the shouting of the audience of spectators in the arena, that a 

gymnasium is linked. 

However, God’s church is also a gymnasium. It is God’s place where the believer must 

run the race. This is true not only of the ministry of the Word on Sunday in church, but is equally 

true of the catechism class, the young people’s society, and in our Christian day schools and high 

schools and colleges. God’s gymnasium it is! It is the spiritual and mental gymnasium of the 

saints, old and young. Here none become too old to participate. Bodily gymnastics profits very 

little, but the exercise of godliness is profitable for all things, having promise of the life which 

now is, and of that which is to come (I Tim. 4:8). 

Here we are challenged to put our senses, all our senses, to use and good habits. Yes, we 

need good spiritual habits and use of all our senses, mind, will and heart. Our soul must ever be 

attuned. We must be able to distinguish truth from error, the false teaching from that which is 

true. The way the church is lost is through lack of knowledge of the truth. Then she is carried 

away with every wind of doctrine and by the sleight and cunning of deceitful men and false 

teachers. We must be able to discern good and evil. Only those who are full grown and matured 

men and women in the truths of Scripture qualify. Yes, we must be thoroughly versed in the first 

principles, the A.B.C.s of the truths of the Christian faith. Howbeit, we must not remain such as 

arc little children who can only eat milk and not digest solid food. It is an unnatural thing to ever 

remain children and not become adults. 

However, there is something far worse than to be little children. It is to revert back to 

children when once on the way to adulthood in Christ. Such was the case, sad to say, with some 

of the Hebrew Christians to which the letter of the Hebrews is addressed. They were in need of 

being instructed in the great truths of the Old Testament concerning the temple, the shadows and 



types, the priesthood of Aaron and Levi, as these are all fulfilled and superseded in Christ, the 

Son of God. This subject itself is perspicuous and lucid enough; the difficulty was in those who 

needed instruction. They had become dull of hearing. As far as the time was concerned they 

should have been teachers of others. And, lo, they are in need of being instructed anew which are 

the first rudiments of the words of God. They needed a refresher course. They are like a musician 

who should be playing beautiful chords and arias, and must once more even learn the keyboard 

of the organ! Such we must be never become young people! 

Take your catechism serious. Learn well. Take part in the discussion in your society. Do 

your homework well. Let your progress be obvious to all. We must seriously study unto 

godliness; otherwise we will grow static and will become spiritual runts! Yes, then we will 

forever merely need to learn the first principles: repentance to God from dead works, the 

teaching of baptism and laying on of hands, and the resurrection from the dead, and eternal 

judgment. Do not be Christians which must be fed with an eye dropper. That is for those who are 

almost sick unto death with spiritual lethargy. 

Yes, we must know the truth, and know is progressively. Only then will we have our 

senses exercised by use to discern good and evil. It is told of bank tellers who must learn to 

discern real money from that which is counterfeit. How do they become proficient in it? By 

having their sense exercised, especially the sense of touch. For two or three weeks they do 

nothing but handle real and genuine money. Only thus will they be able to detect that which is 

false. So, too, we must be. We must be steeped in Reformed faith; must be so progressively, and, 

then, we will be able to detect keenly any departure there from. 

Get busy in God's gymnasium. A little extra effort to master that catechism lesson. Be 

sure to take notes and save them for use. The weakest ink is stronger than the strongest memory'. 

The Bible desires to be studied. Be at your very best in church, be alert under the preaching and 

meditate thereon. And be exercised to discern both good and evil. Do not place your talent in the 

ground, but use it. To him that is faithful in a little shall be entrusted much. Be God’s letterman, 

able in all the Scriptures. Only he who learns more remembers what he has learned! 
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